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INTRODUCTION

Begins with asking forgiveness of Allah the author attempted to try to describe the signs of
Allah on the creation of the seven universes, and travel at night the Prophet Muhammad from
Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque and the entry into Sidratil Muntaha and paradise.
The seven symmetrical universes and a journey by night of Prophet Muhammad taken from
the verses:
1. "Then He makes seven heavens in two periods, and He reveals to each heaven its
affairs. And We adorned the lower heaven with stars, brilliant and we maintain it as
well as possible. Thus the provisions of the Mighty, the All-Knowing " (Fushshilat:
41: 12)
2. "He is Allah, who made everything on earth for you and He wills (creating) the
heavens, and made them into seven heavens. And He is Knower of all things" (AlBaqarah 2:29)
3. "Glory to God, who has made his servants traveling at night, from Al Haram
Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque which We have blessed around it, so we showed him
some of the signs (greatness) Us. Surely He is the Hearing, the Knowing "(Al-Isra:
17: 1)
4. "And verily Muhammad saw Gabriel's (the original apparently) at other times, (ie)
in Sidratil Muntaha. Nearby there is a paradise somewhere to stay, (Muhammad
saw Gabriel) when Sidratil Muntaha overwhelmed by something that enveloped it.
Eyesight (Muhammad) did not turn away from it sees it, and not (also) go beyond it.
Indeed he had seen the signs (of power) Lord of the greatest ". (An-Najm: 53: 1318)
To solve the mystery of the wonders of seven symmetrical universes and a journey by night of
Prophet Muhammad based on cosmology.
HYPOTHESIS

Are there seven symmetrical universes and where is the mass coming from and what kind of
mechanism is there to transfer mass from one place to the other? How did God his servants
traveling at night, from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque based on cosmology?
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THE SEVEN SYMMETRICAL UNIVERSES

"Then He makes seven heavens in two periods, and He reveals to each heaven its
affairs. And We adorned the lower heaven with stars, brilliant and we maintain it as
well as possible. Thus the provisions of the Mighty, the All-Knowing " (Fushshilat:
41: 12)
"He is Allah, who made everything on earth for you and He wills (creating) the
heavens, and made them into seven heavens. And He is Knower of all things" (AlBaqarah 2:29)

Now let's explore the secrets behind the verses Fussilet: 41:12 and Al Baqarah: 2:29 above
based on cosmology.
Before examining the secret seven universes, we must first know what it's called cosmology.
Cosmology is the branch of astronomy that investigates the origin, structure, and space-time
relationships of the universe. As for astronomy is the study of the sun, moon, stars and other
planets. While the universe can be referred to the sky which means the vast space where the
moon, stars, suns, planets, galaxies, galaxy clusters, super galaxy clusters, nebulae (gas
collection), atoms, people, animals, vegetation and all life have their places.
What is the basis or reason God created the seven universes, why God created the universe
only seven, not nine, not ten nor twenty or one hundred universes?
Both the Qur'an and the Sunnah Prophet none mentioned the legal basis or reason why only
seven universes was created by Allah. Here, Allah has opened the way to the widest of all
mankind to use the mind to solve the secret behind the veil of the seven universes. There are
some signs that are around our nature or our world that provide clues to be a reason why God
made only seven universes.
There is some evidence in our natural environment that gives a clue as to why there exist only
seven universes. The author has for some time been contemplating about this, and now it is
time to really explore and go further and deeper into this subject.
THREE KINDS OF EVIDENCE THAT POINTS THE WAY TO REVEALING SEVEN
SYMMETRICAL UNIVERSES

The first evidence the author has discovered is that the proof is hidden in the light visible to
the human eye, for example, light from the sun shows that there are seven different colors of
light. The light, which can be explained as electromagnetic waves, consists of different
wavelengths that are “hidden” in the white light. The first, the red light can be found in the
electromagnetic spectrum between 625 and 740 nanometers. The second, the orange light is
found between 590 and 625 nanometers. The third, the yellow light, lies in between 565 and
590 nanometers. The fourth, the green light covers 520 up to 565 nanometers. The fifth, the
blue light is found between 450 and 520 nanometers. The sixth, the indigo light lies in the
range of 430 - 450 nanometers. And finally, the seventh violet light lies in between 380 - 430
nanometers in the electromagnetic spectrum.
Furthermore, I think there should be other evidence, like for instance the radiation, that can be
used and describe that there are seven rays that can be a basis to prove that the universe is
NOT only our universe, but there must be other universes as well. The first, the gamma rays
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which consist of wavelengths from 0.00001 to 0.05 nanometers in the electromagnetic
spectrum. The second, the X-rays, lies between 0.05 and 10 nanometers. The third, the
ultraviolet light is found between 10 and 100 nanometers. The fourth, which is the visible
light seen by the human eye, is covered in the range of 430 to 740 nanometers. The fifth, the
infrared light lies in the range of 740 nanometers to 100 micrometers. The sixth, the
microwaves, are between 100 micrometers and 1 centimeter. The final seventh, the radio
waves, lies in between 1 centimeter and 1 kilometer in the electromagnetic spectrum.
Furthermore, there may also be a third proof that can be used to calculate how many universes
contain the same proportion of mass. According to research, it was shown that in the universe
the energy and matter distribution was 72% in the form of dark energy, 23% are in the form of
dark matter and 5% are in the form of an element of neutrinos or the smallest components
with a very small mass and atoms. (Universe, Martin Rees, Dorling Kindersley Limited,
London, 2005). The percentage of neutrinos and atoms, that have shaped and made our
universe today, can be divided into gas and chemicals, consisting of 74% hydrogen, 23%
helium gas, 1% oxygen, 0.5% carbon, 0.5% neon gas, 0.1% iron and 0.9% other elements.
The percentage of dark energy is still not very well known and understood. Dark energy is
what makes the universe accelerate and this increases the speed of the universe. Dark matter
is also not yet widely known and understood, but this dark matter act as a binding force of
gravitational objects in the vicinity. And is a large part of the mass in galaxies, galaxy clusters
and in the whole universe. If we now calculate the total mass of dark matter in combination
with the mass of the universe we have 28% of the total share. Moreover, if we share 28% of
this mass in several universes with equal masses, we will find seven different universes that
have the same mass of 4% each.
IS THERE ANY UNIVERSE SYMMETRY?
Now, why must every universe have a certain percentage of the same mass? Yes, the answer
is that each universe has symmetry, meaning that each universe is a part of the same shape or
of the same half parts. Why does it have symmetry? Yes, because everything that exists in our
universe now is all symmetry, for example, my left hand is a symmetry partner to my right
hand. My left ear has the same parts as of my right ear. My right eye is also a symmetry
partner to my left eye. My right foot is a symmetry partner to my left foot. So our universe is
also a symmetry partner to another universe.
WHAT ARE THE SEVEN SYMMETRYCAL UNIVERSES LOOK LIKE?
For these seven universes, the author has given each universe a name and a different color:
The first Alfa universe has a green color.
The second Beta universe shows a yellow color.
The third Gamma universe has an orange color.
The fourth Delta universe had a red color.
The fifth Epsilon universe is described with a blue color.
The sixth Zeta universe has an indigo color.
The seventh Eta universe shows a violet color.
I use these colors just to distinguish the different universes.
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Figure 1: Seven universes, each with a specific color.

The seven universes interact with each other.
Beta universe is symmetry partner to Alfa universe.
Gamma universe is super symmetry partner to Beta symmetry universe.
Delta universe is super-super symmetry partner to Gamma super symmetry universe.
Epsilon universe is anti Alfa universe.
Zeta universe can be also called Zeta bosons. Boson is an elementary particle, which can act
as energy-bearing and power-bearing.
Eta universe is called here super Eta bosons.
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Figure 2: The six universes are transparent, except for the Alfa universe (pictures above and below).

Six universes are transparent.
Beta symmetry universe, Gamma super symmetry universe, Delta super-super symmetry
universe, Epsilon universe (anti Alfa universe), Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) and Eta universe
(super Eta bosons) are transparent and that means that all these universes are invisible. It is
only Alfa universe that is non-transparent, where the moon, stars, suns, planets, galaxies,
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galaxy clusters, super galaxy clusters, nebulae (gas collection), atoms, people, animals,
vegetation and all life have their places. I think in these invisible universes there contain dark
matter, where light cannot penetrate the dark matter but the light is bent when it is in contact
with the dark matter.
The mechanism of the seven symmetrical universes

Figure 3: Alfa universe, Beta symmetry universe, Gamma super symmetry universe, Delta super-super symmetry
universe, Epsilon universe (anti Alfa universe), Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) and Eta universe (super Eta bosons).
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Figure 4: R-coupling

R-coupling has a function to connect the Alfa universe with Beta symmetry universe, also acts
as a link between Beta symmetry universe and Gamma super symmetry universe, and to make
the linkage between Gamma super symmetry universe and Delta super-super symmetry
universe.

Figure 5: Epsilon universe (anti Alfa universe) and Alfa universe is contradictory.
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Figure 6: Alfa universe associated with Beta symmetry universe through the R-coupling and this access is
monitored and controlled by the Zeta universe (Zeta bosons).

Alfa universe connects to the Beta symmetry universe through the R-coupling. Zeta universe
(Zeta bosons) has the task of transporting mass, history and information from Alfa universe to
the Beta symmetry universe through this R-coupling. As long as the R-coupling has not
become disconnected and not interrupted by the Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) the transport of
mass, history, and information from Alfa to Beta symmetry universe continues.
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Figure 7: Zeta Universe (Zeta bosons) interrupt R-coupling between Alfa universe and Beta symmetry universe.

When Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) interrupts the R-coupling, then the direct transfer of mass,
history and information from Alfa universe to Beta symmetry universe is stopped and in that
second the symmetry is broken, and in that moment, the Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) changes
the transport of mass, history, and information from the Beta symmetry universe to Gamma
super symmetry universe through the R-coupling. And when the transfer of mass, history and
information from Beta symmetry universe to Gamma super symmetry universe is completed,
then the Beta symmetry universe disappear.
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Figure 8: Transfer of mass, history and information from Beta symmetry universe.

Figure 9: Beta symmetry universe disappear.

Eta universe or super Eta bosons are responsible for redistributing mass, history and
information from the Gamma super symmetry universe to Delta super-super symmetry
universe by using the R-coupling. As long as the R-coupling has not been interrupted or
stopped by the Eta universe (super Eta bosons) the transfer of mass, history and information
from the Gamma symmetry universe to Delta super-super symmetry universe continues.
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When Eta universe (super Eta bosons) breaks the R-coupling, then the symmetry breaks, and
the Gamma super symmetry universe disappear. The, only Eta universe (super Eta bosons),
Zeta universe (Zeta bosons) and Delta super-super symmetry universe remain.

Figure 10: The Eta universe with the Eta bosons break the R-coupling.

Figure 11: The seven symmetrical universes have come to its final destination, and only Eta universe (super Eta
bosons), Zeta Universe (Zeta bosons) and Delta super-super symmetry universe remain.
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A JOURNEY BY NIGHT OF PROPHET MUHAMMAD

"Glory to God, who has made his servants traveling at night, from Al Haram Mosque
to Al Aqsa Mosque which We have blessed around it, so we showed him some of the
signs (greatness) Us. Surely He is the Hearing, the Knowing "(Al-Isra: 17: 1)
"And verily Muhammad saw Gabriel's (the original apparently) at other times, (ie) in
Sidratil Muntaha. Nearby there is a paradise somewhere to stay, (Muhammad saw
Gabriel) when Sidratil Muntaha overwhelmed by something that enveloped it.
Eyesight (Muhammad) did not turn away from it sees it, and not (also) go beyond it.
Indeed he had seen the signs (of power) Lord of the greatest ". (An-Najm: 53: 13-18)

Next, let us now explore the secrets behind the verses Al-Isra: 17: 1 and An-Najm: 53: 13-18
based on cosmology.

Figure 12: Earth on a dynamic space.

To explore the secrets of Allah is the author presents a theory concerning the "general
relativity" which was developed by Albert Einstein. Which according to this theory is that
space-time is a dynamic means that the room can be influenced by mass, power and energy.
Or in other words that the room can be curved, bent, spread out, and rolled. Described above,
the earth is above the room, which is curved downward. This means that the room below the
earth is curved to fit the shape of the lower part of the globe.
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Figure 13: The room number 2 to the left to move to the right through a curved road leading to the room number
2 in a circle. As depicted in the picture number 14 below.

On a night the 27th of Rajab 11 years prophetic, coincide with March 8th, 620 M God, who
has made the Prophet Muhammad to travel at night, from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa
Mosque with the intention to show him some of the signs of Allah.
What is the signs (of power) Allah of the greatest, whether barren areas with desert-sand, or in
the dark night, or houses around the journey taken by the Prophet Muhammad?
Of course that is not what is meant by the signs of Allah, but how exactly Allah did the
Prophet travel from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque through the room, which means
how Allah has prepared a room for use by Prophet Muhammad traveling at night, from Al
Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque.
In figure 13 above illustrated that Al Haram Mosque is located in a circle around the
numbered 2 and Al Aqsa Mosque located around the numbers 1 and 2. When the night of
Rajab 27 years 11 prophetic, room place the number 1 and 2 fast moving faster than the speed
of light (speed of light 299,792.46 kilometers per second) in the direction of Al Haram
Mosque in circles numbered 2, see figure 14.
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Figure 14: The room moves from the left of the number 1 curved to the right of the circle with the number 2 on
up and headed back down to the circle with the number 2 again.

While the room number 2 met with the room number 2 in a circle, at the time that the Prophet
find the signs of Allah are shown presented to the Prophet Muhammad in the form of
common ground between the two rooms which come from the Al Aqsa Mosque met with a
room in Al Haram Mosque. When the Prophet had entered the intersection of two of the
room, then at that moment, the room came from the Al Aqsa Mosque drove or walked behind
back towards the Al Aqsa Mosque. Of course, in just a few seconds, the Prophet had to set
foot in the Al Aqsa Mosque, see figure 15.
For those who still do not understand about the movement of the room in this universe, it is of
course difficult to understand about the signs of Allah, which is displayed in the form of
Prophet Muhammad is traveling at night from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque. When
the Prophet was traveling through the room, the Prophet did not feel that he is flying, as
someone who boarded the plane in the air does not feel that he is flying in the air, because the
aircraft is flying itself.
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Figure 15: The room in the circle with the number 2 back moves to the left in to the room of origin in the number
1.

After the Prophet arrived at the Al Aqsa Mosque and praying therein, shown signs of the
greatest of Allah that is in close proximity of the existing space in the Universum, in which
there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha. Where this Universum, the author call Delta supersuper symmetry universe.
On the night of Rajab 27 years 11 prophetic, is also room in Delta super-super symmetry
universe, in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha approximated by God and come
into contact with room in our universe, which the author call Alfa universe, the area
surrounding the Al Aqsa Mosque. With the sharpness of hearing the Prophet Muhammad, the
noise coming from Delta super-super symmetry universe caught by hearing the Prophet
Muhammad, and at that time the Prophet was able to enter another universe, which is not the
same as our universe, or this Alfa Universe. Prophet can live in a room in Delta super-super
symmetry universe which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha, as Adam and Eve were in
paradise before they enter into our universe or as Jesus who was appointed by God and
inserted into paradise in Delta super-super symmetry universe.
In just a few seconds of the Prophet Muhammad has been able to enter Delta super-super
symmetry universe in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha. This is one of the signs
of the greatest of Allah that has enjoyed and felt and experienced by the Prophet Muhammad.
The existence of the Prophet Muhammad in Delta super-super symmetry universe is not long.
Because before Delta super-super symmetry universe away from our Alfa Universe, the
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Prophet must be returned to the Al Aqsa Mosque and continue to come back to Al-Haram
Mosque in Mecca.
When traveling back from the Al Aqsa Mosque to Al Haram Mosque is through the same
procedure as when the Prophet entered the room which came from Al Aqsa Mosque met with
a room in the Al Haram Mosque. So, the Prophet entered the room Al Aqsa Mosque is
underway towards Al Haram Mosque, upon arriving in the room at the Al Haram Mosque, the
Prophet went out of the room, then set foot in the place of Al Haram Mosque. When the
Prophet arrived at his home, in the nature of this Alfa Universe, around Mecca was still pitch
black and all the residents of Mecca was the lie down, but the Prophet had been traveling on
the night from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque, and put in Delta super-super symmetry
universe in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha. "Surely he has seen signs (power)
Lord of the greatest". (An-Najm: 53: 18)

Figure 16: Delta super-super symmetry universe in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha approximated
by God and come into contact with room in Alfa Universe around the Al Aqsa Mosque.

CONCLUSION

What is the basis or reason God created the seven universes, why God created the universe
only seven, not nine, not ten nor twenty or one hundred universes? Both the Qur'an and the
Sunnah Prophet none mentioned the legal basis or reason why only seven universes was
created by Allah. Here, Allah has opened the way to the widest of all mankind to use the mind
to solve the secret behind the veil of the seven universes. There are some signs that are around
our nature or our world that provide clues to be a reason why God made only seven universes.
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There is some evidence in our natural environment that gives a clue as to why there exist only
seven universes.
There are three kinds of evidence that points the way to revealing seven symmetrical
universes. The first evidence the author has discovered is that the proof is hidden in the light
visible to the human eye, for example, light from the sun shows that there are seven different
colors of light. Furthermore, I think there should be other evidence, like for instance the
radiation, that can be used and describe that there are seven rays that can be a basis to prove
that the universe is NOT only our universe, but there must be other universes as well.
Furthermore, there may also be a third proof that can be used to calculate how many universes
contain the same proportion of mass. According to research, it was shown that in the universe
the energy and matter distribution was 72% in the form of dark energy, 23% are in the form of
dark matter and 5% are in the form of an element of neutrinos or the smallest components
with a very small mass and atoms. The percentage of dark energy is still not very well known
and understood. Dark energy is what makes the universe accelerate and this increases the
speed of the universe. Dark matter is also not yet widely known and understood, but this dark
matter act as a binding force of gravitational objects in the vicinity. And is a large part of the
mass in galaxies, galaxy clusters and in the whole universe. If we now calculate the total mass
of dark matter in combination with the mass of the universe we have 28% of the total share.
Moreover, if we share 28% of this mass in several universes with equal masses, we will find
seven different universes that have the same mass of 4% each.
On a night the 27th of Rajab 11 years prophetic, coincide with March 8th, 620 M God, who
has made the Prophet Muhammad to travel at night, from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa
Mosque with the intention to show him some of the signs of Allah. What is the signs (of
power) Allah of the greatest, whether barren areas with desert-sand, or in the dark night, or
houses around the journey taken by the Prophet Muhammad? Of course that is not what is
meant by the signs of Allah, but how exactly Allah did the Prophet travel from Al Haram
Mosque to Al Aqsa Mosque through the room, which means how Allah has prepared a room
for use by Prophet Muhammad traveling at night, from Al Haram Mosque to Al Aqsa
Mosque. On the night of Rajab 27 years 11 prophetic, is also room in Delta super-super
symmetry universe, in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha approximated by God
and come into contact with room in our universe, which the author call Alfa universe, the area
surrounding the Al Aqsa Mosque. With the sharpness of hearing the Prophet Muhammad, the
noise coming from Delta super-super symmetry universe caught by hearing the Prophet
Muhammad, and at that time the Prophet was able to enter another universe, which is not the
same as our universe, or this Alfa Universe. Prophet can live in a room in Delta super-super
symmetry universe which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha, as Adam and Eve were in
paradise before they enter into our universe or as Jesus who was appointed by God and
inserted into paradise in Delta super-super symmetry universe.
In just a few seconds of the Prophet Muhammad has been able to enter Delta super-super
symmetry universe in which there is a paradise and Sidratil Muntaha. This is one of the signs
of the greatest of Allah that has enjoyed and felt and experienced by the Prophet Muhammad.
The existence of the Prophet Muhammad in Delta super-super symmetry universe is not long.
Because before Delta super-super symmetry universe away from our Alfa Universe, the
Prophet must be returned to the Al Aqsa Mosque and continue to come back to Al-Haram
Mosque in Mecca.
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